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Lions are one of the most popular African animals known from their fierce predator skill to their 

faithful loyalty. One of their most eye catching features are their majestic manes which are actually 

used to show to make him look noble and to show the fact that they are responsible and wise. 

Diet  

The lion is a proven carnivore (pure meat eaters) which means that their diet is filled with other 

animals. They are at the top of their food chain above hyenas and cheetahs. No other animals hunt 

lions because they ferocious predators also known to be the rulers of the savannah.  Their diet 

mostly consists of: cape buffalos, gemsbok, wildebeests, zebras, giraffes and warthogs. They are 

extremely smart predators and ones to look out for when you ever go on a safari.  

Family Function 

A lion is a big cat and therefore there is a name for animal in the big cat family called ‘felidae’ and 

each member of the family are called ‘felid’. Female lions are known as ‘lionesses’ and are little 

smaller than males and do not have any manes. Unlike other predators lions are quite social with 

others of their kind and often live in groups called prides. There can be as much as 30 lions in a 

pride. A normal pride consists of on lead male, several lionesses and the rest younger lions of both 

sexes. Male lions will mostly likely fight for their place in the pride. Larger prides have two or even 

three adult males although other lions tend to hunt and live alone. Lionesses give birth to 2-3 cubs. 

When they are born they are blind and have spotted coats of fur 

Predators 

Lions are well known predators but did you know that they are nocturnal. Nocturnal means that they 

hunt at night. Lions are pretty fast mammals however they can’t run full speed all the time mostly to 

catch up with their prey. This means lions have to creep upon their prey or wait until it’s a good time 

to get the perfect catch. Lions can reach their top speed very quickly meaning they are not giving 

much time to their prey to flee from them. These feline beast are incredibly strong one swipe with 

their paw is enough to kill a small animal, most lions tend to use strangulation or clamping their jaws 

in the neck of their prey.  

Did you know older lions can begin to lose their manes and they actually enjoy drinking water after 

every meal and can spend up to 20 minutes just drinking water?   


